**BURMA RED STANDARD TOPDRESSING**

Our inexpensive Non-Stabilized Standard Burma Red Infield Mix works great as a topdressing for existing fields. This material has excellent drainage characteristics, eliminating mud and dramatically reducing rain-outs. Burma Red Infield Topdressing is the most cost-effective way to provide safe footing, consistent ball hops, and smooth sliding on your field. Recommended depth 1/4” to 1/2” over existing infield material.

**BURMA RED STANDARD WARNING TRACK MIX**

A warning track is similar to an infield surface, but typically receives less maintenance. Sometimes it takes more abuse with all of the maintenance vehicle traffic. Burma Red Warning Track Mix is a coarser version of our Burma Red Infield Topdressing, which helps it compact to provide a stable, safe warning track that will hold up to more traffic with less maintenance. The coarser material also allows players to feel the “crunch” underfoot that warns them when the wall is near. *ALSO AVAILABLE IN RUBY RED*

See Burma Red Warning Track Mix in action at: TARGET FIELD (MINNESOTA TWINS), THE BUFFALO GROVE IL SPORTS COMPLEX, & many more.

**BURMA RED STABILIZED INFIELD MIX**

Take all of the great drainage characteristics of our Burma Red Infield Topdressing, pre-blend the material with Stabilizer* Organic Binder, and you get the best permeable infield surface possible. This material provides a firm, resilient playing surface with virtually no mud or dust. It has excellent water bearing capacity and load bearing strength, retains flexibility, cushion and reduces wind and water erosion. This results in near immediate play after rainfall, less cancellations and less man-hours spent on maintenance and preparation. Recommended depth for new field construction 3” over an appropriate base material.

Like our Non-Stabilized Standard Burma Red Infield, this mix can also be used as an even more effective top dressing. The addition of Stabilizer natural binder makes it the best permeable infield material available.

**BURMA RED STABILIZED WARNING TRACK MIX**

When you install Burma Red Warning Track Mix pre-blended with Stabilizer*, the original organic binder, the result is a warning track that will continue to perform with even less maintenance. The addition of Stabilizer allows the material to retain moisture even longer. *ALSO AVAILABLE IN RUBY RED*

---

Project Photo: Buffalo Grove Sports Complex - Buffalo Grove, IL
Material: Ruby Red Stabilized Warning Track

---

800-852-7415
BURMA RED HILTOPPER® INFIELD MIX

Why wait two days to play on your field after a storm? Play the minute the storm is over; play during the storm if you want to. Our Burma Red Hilltopper Infield Mix is made from our Standard Burma Red Infield Mix, but also has the cutting edge technology of a water shedding polymer coating developed by Stabilizer Solutions. This creates a field that is waterless, dustless, and completely free of mud, allowing you to play more while saving hours in maintenance and watering.

Hilltopper Infields are so unique you have to see them to believe it. See the water bead up on the surface. Watch the home team’s confidence in their fielding ability. Witness the Evolution of Soil & Stone at:

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY, NOTRE DAME UNIVERSITY, IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY, ROSEMONT STADIUM, CHICAGO BANDITS, DEPAUL UNIVERSITY, MARSHALL UNIVERSITY, UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, WHEATON COLLEGE, JUDSON COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, NORTHERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, DARTMOUTH COLLEGE, and MIAMI UNIVERSITY.

BURMA RED HILTOPPER® WARNING TRACK MIX

The warning track is the most important surface on the field. It actually warns you of impending danger. “Warning, you are about to run into a wall!” If the warning track is so important, why do we spend so little time building and maintaining it? You can be sure of your player’s safety without time consuming maintenance. Burma Red Hilltopper Warning Track Mix is enhanced with polymer. The polymer binds the stone particles together, keeping it stable. When running full speed after a line drive, your players won’t have to worry about loose footing - just the wall. Burma Red Hilltopper Warning Track Mix is slightly coarser than the infield mix, giving your players the familiar “crunch” under foot that they expect when approaching the wall.

Your players won’t have to worry about sinking into mud either - still just the wall. The polymer provides protection from the elements: rain, snow, drought. Protection from drought means that you won’t ever have to water your track again. Your fans will thank you. You can drive your maintenance vehicles on and off the field without covering the bleachers in dust.

HILLTOPPER® MOUND CLAY

Why do more work? Hilltopper Mound Clay’s polymer coating gets the job done in those high traffic areas in half of the time. No water or screening is needed. Hilltopper Mound Clay keeps its consistency with the big leaguers on the mound, and also saves time and money for the little leagues.

HILLTOPPER MOUND CLAY COVERAGES

Home Plate Area
Inserts at 3” Depth
Total Needed
38 Bags at
50-lbs each

Mound Caps for Existing Mounds
Regulation
Little League

4” depth = 1.5 square feet per bag
3” depth = 2 square feet per bag
2” depth = 3 square feet per bag

2-tons = 80 bags
1/2-ton = 20 bags

5-tons = 200 bags
1-ton = 40 bags

WWW.KAFKAGRANITE.COM
After dealing with Glenn Kafka at Kafka Granite and getting to know him there is no other place to go for sport field needs. With customer satisfaction like you receive from Kafka, you will keep going back.

Randy Stoneberg
Supervisor of Grounds Northwestern University

“The drainage is unbelievable, we have hosted many of our away games because the opponents field is underwater while ours is ready to play on. We have the look and feel of a big league field in our little town of Stratford, Wisconsin”

Jim Griesbach
Stratford Youth Softball Club President

“Since the first year of use in the Spring of 2010, the diamond has received compliment after compliment from visiting teams, spectators and officials. In the Summer of 2010 we hosted the State Babe Ruth Tournament. On Saturday afternoon of that tournament a Wisconsin afternoon rain shower popped up dumping more than an inch of rain in less than a half hour. Less than an hour after the rain had stopped we were playing ball again. Fans could not believe how well the field absorbed the water and quickly we were ready to play again. To this day I still will run into somebody who was there that day and they mention how unbelievable it was that the diamond was playable so quickly.”

Mike Mathies
Varsity Softball Coach at D C Everest Senior High School